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Abstract
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is vi-
tal for text comprehension which benefits appli-
cations across various domains. This field in-
volves the two main sub-tasks including aspect
extraction and sentiment classification. Exist-
ing methods to tackle this problem normally
address only one sub-task or utilize topic mod-
els that may result in overlapping concepts.
Moreover, such algorithms often rely on ex-
tensive labeled data and external language re-
sources, making their application costly and
time-consuming in new domains and especially
for resource-poor languages like Urdu. The
lack of aspect mining studies in Urdu literature
further exacerbates the inapplicability of exist-
ing methods for Urdu language. The primary
challenge lies in the preprocessing of data to
ensure its suitability for language comprehen-
sion by the model, as well as the availability
of appropriate pre-trained models, domain em-
beddings, and tools. This paper implements
an ABSA model Huang et al. (2020) for unla-
beled Urdu tweets with minimal user guidance,
utilizing a small set of seed words for each
aspect and sentiment class. The model first
learns sentiment and aspect joint topic embed-
dings in the word embedding space with reg-
ularization to encourage topic distinctiveness.
Afterwards, it employs deep neural models for
pre-training with embedding-based predictions
and self-training on unlabeled data. Further-
more, we optimize the model for improved
performance by substituting the CNN with the
BiLSTM classifier for sentence-level sentiment
and aspect classification. Our optimized model
achieves significant improvements over base-
lines in aspect and sentiment classification for
Urdu tweets with accuracy of 64.8% and 72.8%
respectively, demonstrating its effectiveness in
generating joint topics and addressing existing
limitations in Urdu ABSA.

1 Introduction

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis have gained
significant importance in analyzing user-generated

content for various applications. However, the vast
volume of textual content on numerous platforms
like social media makes manual analysis impracti-
cal. Hence, there is a need for automatic computa-
tional frameworks to extract opinions from unstruc-
tured texts, leading to the development of sentiment
analysis and opinion mining as a research field.

Figure 1: ABSA Individual vs. Compound Elements

Conventional sentiment analysis studies mainly
perform prediction at the sentence or document
level Yu and Hatzivassiloglou (2003); Pang et al.
(2002), identifying the overall sentiment towards
the whole sentence or document. However, ABSA
(Cai et al., 2021) surpasses traditional sentiment
analysis by incorporating finer granularity and en-
abling the identification of two crucial components:
target aspect and sentiment in a given sentence or
document. The target represents an entity or as-
pect of an entity, while the sentiment signifies an
expression of opinion. For instance, consider sen-
tences from restaurant reviews "The rice was great"
and "The drink was hot". Both sentences convey
sentiments but the term ’great’ in the first sentence
represents a positive sentiment related to the rice
aspect, whereas the term ’hot’ in the second sen-
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tence signifies a negative sentiment associated with
the drink aspect. ABSA primarily revolves around
four target components: aspect category, aspect
term, sentiment term, and sentiment polarity Hem-
matian and Sohrabi (2019). A comprehensive un-
derstanding of opinions at the aspect level requires
considering multiple combinations of these compo-
nents in different scenarios, generally referred to as
compound ABSA. However, early ABSA research
focused on individual components, such as captur-
ing aspect terms while ignoring terms related to
opinions like Aspect Term Extraction (ATE) Yang
et al. (2020). Nowadays, various frameworks have
been proposed to tackle such compound ABSA
tasks that aim to extract and link individual ele-
ments Zhao et al. (2020); Cai et al. (2021). Such
tasks are further denoted with several abbreviations,
based on the specific combinations they address in
compound ABSA. Figure 1 illustrates these tasks
with their underlying combinations of ABSA indi-
vidual components, as well as a complete ABSA
of an opinion.

Most of the research in ABSA has been con-
ducted in resource-rich languages, primarily En-
glish. Recent studies generally adopt supervised
frameworks Hu et al. (2021); Yang et al. (2020)
that require a large number of labeled sentences for
training. Some studies leverage word embeddings
in unsupervised He et al. (2017a) or weakly super-
vised settings Wu et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2021)
for aspect extraction without annotated documents.
These methods often rely on external language re-
sources or syntactic structures such as POS tags or
lexicons. Nevertheless, opinions are expressed in
multiple languages in real-world scenarios. Acquir-
ing large annotated data and accurate language re-
sources for new domains or low-resource languages
is challenging and expensive. Cross-lingual and
cross-domain transfer requires language-specific
knowledge of the target language and domain. Be-
sides, previous methods relying on translation sys-
tems are limited by translation quality Zhang et al.
(2021).

Alike other low-resource languages, Urdu also
encounters difficulties in terms of data availability,
language tools, and research resources. Addition-
ally, Urdu is a comparatively complex language
holding characteristics of multiple languages that
pose troubles in minor processing tasks Khattak
et al. (2021). Besides, the use of informal language
on social media platforms further complicates the

preparation of suitable datasets for machine learn-
ing models. As a result, ABSA tasks have been
largely overlooked in the Urdu language and pre-
trained models developed for other languages may
not generalize effectively. Due to limited literature,
many approaches and difficulties as discussed for
English need to be explored for the applicability
of ABSA in the Urdu language. Meanwhile, the
popularity and widespread usage of Urdu on online
platforms demand sincere efforts to address these
challenges for the advancement of Urdu technolo-
gies.

This paper presents a significant contribution to
ABSA in Urdu by addressing its unique facets and
challenges for Urdu texts. We adopt a pioneer-
ing step by employing a weakly-supervised model
Huang et al. (2020) developed for English ABSA
to unlabeled Urdu tweets on the budget topic. Our
methodology involves rigorous pre-processing to
ensure data quality and model compatibility to
avoid memory leakage, training disruptions caused
by invalid tokens, and out-of-vocabulary issues.
Moreover, tokenization tools are deeply analyzed
to determine the optimal approach for token forma-
tion in Urdu, taking into account their pivotal role
in comprehending language context and optimizing
resource utilization. We evaluate the model with
vanilla settings and conduct experiments with archi-
tecture modifications specifically replacing CNN
with BiLSTM and utilizing Fasttext embeddings.
Clustering techniques and graph network analysis
are applied to enhance seed words selection rather
than manually.

2 Literature Review

Several approaches have been proposed for aspect
extraction and sentiment classification in ABSA.
Some methods focus on independently addressing
these two sub-tasks, while others adopt a joint ap-
proach to simultaneously solve them.

2.1 Isolated Extraction of Aspect and
Sentiment

The literature review covers various methods for
individual element extraction of ABSA. Super-
vised methods use token-level classification and
multi-label classification for ATE and Aspect Cat-
egory Detection (ACD) Yang et al. (2020); Yin
et al. (2020); Hu et al. (2021) respectively. Dif-
ferent techniques such as sequence labeling, de-
pendency paths, and word embeddings have been
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employed for ATE, while ACD studies use word
co-occurrence patterns, hybrid features, and neural
models. Opinion Term Extraction (OTE) includes
aspect opinion co-extraction (AOCE) and target-
oriented opinion word extraction (TOWE) using se-
quence labeling, dependency-tree, attention-based
models, and those considering syntactic structures
and positional embeddings with various encoder
structuresWang et al. (2016); Li and Lam (2017);
Wu et al. (2020). Deep learning-based Aspect
Sentiment Classification (ASC) models Zhou et al.
(2019); Liu et al. (2020) have shown performance
improvements, especially using pre-trained lan-
guage models and neural network-based depen-
dency parsing. Contrarily, Weakly-supervised
methods use few keywords for aspect guidance
and data augmentation for self-training Chen and
Qian (2020); Wang et al. (2021), while unsuper-
vised methods He et al. (2017b); Luo et al. (2019)
use contrastive learning and autoencoder models
for aspect extraction and ACD.

The aforementioned methods primarily target the
extraction of aspect or opinion words in isolation,
which may not fully capture the comprehensive
aspect-level opinion. To achieve a deeper under-
standing, extracting multiple sentiment elements
and recognizing their relationships by incorporat-
ing their semantic meanings is crucial.

2.2 Joint Extraction of Aspect and Sentiment

Recent research has focused on joint ABSA tasks
involving multiple sentiment elements and can be
further divided into sub-tasks such as ATE, ACD
(presented in Figure 1) aim to extract individual
elements. Regardless of the method used, OTE is
commonly viewed as an auxiliary task, as it pro-
vides valuable insights into the existence of aspect
terms and sentiment orientation Liang et al. (2021).
Several modeling paradigms like pipeline, joint,
and unified have been explored for these tasks.
Mao et al. (2021) employed a joint method for
the End-to-End ABSA task, which trains the sub-
tasks jointly and uses two label sets to predict the
aspect boundaries and sentiment labels, and the fi-
nal prediction is derived by combining the outputs
of the two subtasks. Another approach dismisses
the boundary between the subtasks and employs
a unified tagging scheme, where both sentiment
elements are denoted in the tag of each token Li
et al. (2019). In the context of Aspect-Opinion Pair
Extraction(AOPE), early studies have employed

a pipeline approach to extract aspect and opinion
terms in pairs Chen et al. (2020). An alternative
method is to extract aspects first and then iden-
tify corresponding opinion terms Gao et al. (2021).
Unified approaches to address AOPE aim to miti-
gate potential error propagation from the pipeline
method by considering joint term and relation ex-
traction Zhao et al. (2020).

Aspect Category Sentiment Analysis (ACSA) is
commonly solved by pipeline approach Hu et al.
(2019), where aspect categories are detected first
and then sentiment polarities are predicted for those
categories. Huang et al. (2020) learns joint topic
embeddings for sentiment and aspect pairs and
aims to enhance topic distinctiveness as compared
to existing models primarily based on conventional
topic models LDA often resulting in topic over-
lapping. The Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction
(ASTE) task Peng et al. (2020) proposes a two-
stage pipeline method for extracting the triplets. In
the first stage, two sequence tagging models extract
aspects, sentiments, and opinion terms separately.
In the second stage, a classifier is employed to
identify valid aspect-opinion pairs from the pre-
dicted aspects and opinions, thereby constructing
the triplet prediction. To better capture the relation-
ships between multiple sentiment elements, several
unified methods have been proposed for ASTE,
such as multi-task learning frameworks Zhang et al.
(2020). The recently proposed Aspect Sentiment
Quad Prediction (ASQP) task Cai et al. (2021) fo-
cuses on predicting all four sentiment elements in
a quadruplet form for a given text item.

Researchers have explored the use of pre-trained
language models (PLMs) for different ABSA tasks
Mao et al. (2021); Chen et al. (2021). They have
found that a simple linear classification layer com-
bined with PLMs can outperform complex neural
ABSA models. However, relying solely on PLMs
as context-aware embeddings may not be sufficient,
as ABSA tasks require capturing dependency rela-
tions. Additional designs are needed to fully utilize
contextualized embeddings from PLMs and im-
prove the robustness of PLM-based ABSA models
Xing et al. (2020).

Early works such as Mitchell et al. (2013) fa-
vor the pipeline method, while Li et al. (2019)
illustrates that using a tailor-made neural model
alongside the unified tagging scheme yields better
performance. Hence, research works based on ei-
ther method can achieved good performance, mak-
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ing it challenging to compare and determine the
superiority of one method over the others. Fur-
ther exploration is needed in this regard. Moreover,
many ABSA tasks have been solved by supervised
approaches and others are weakly-supervised ap-
proaches. However, weakly supervised models
trained on a specific dataset or domain may strug-
gle to generalize well to new or diverse data. They
may not effectively capture the nuances and vari-
ations in sentiment expressions across different
contexts and complex languages. These models
may produce suboptimal results when faced with
such linguistic challenges. Manually selected seed
words or heuristics to guide the learning can limit
the model’s ability to adapt to new domains or
capture emerging sentiment patterns that are not
covered by the seed words. It can be challenging to
establish precise correspondences between aspect
terms and sentiment expressions, especially when
multiple aspect terms or sentiments coexist within
a sentence. This ambiguity can result in noisy or
incorrect predictions.

2.3 ABSA in Urdu Language

Existing studies primarily focus on a document
or sentence-level labeling and employ machine-
learning techniques for binary classification Amjad
et al. (2021); Rani and Anwar (2020). Lexicon
and rule-based methods are commonly used for
opinion mining in Urdu due to limited labeled data
and resources required for advanced techniques
Khattak et al. (2021). As supervised and weakly-
supervised methods requiring large labeled datasets
or relying on other linguistic resources are less
applicable to Urdu. Therefore, fine-grained ABSA
remains unexplored even at its basic level.

3 Methodology

Our methodology consists of three main stages:
pre-processing, seed word selection, and model im-
plementation. Figure 2 illustrates the entire process.

3.1 Dataset

We used the Twitter API to extract approximately
100 Urdu tweets daily from each trending topic in
Pakistan. Our dataset consists of around 5 million
tweets covering diverse subjects from April 2020
to August 2020. We filtered out non-Urdu tweets,
truncated tweets, and retweets. The dataset is based
on generic query terms and encompasses all topics

discussed during that period.

3.2 Pre-processing

Urdu language processing involves several pre-
processing steps to structure the input text and re-
duce noise. These steps enhance the overall data
quality and improve the accuracy for further lin-
guistic and computational analysis. We have cat-
egorized them into three levels: tweet, token, and
character.

3.2.1 Tweet Pre-processing-Level I

This involves cleaning the tweets by normalizing
Unicode, punctuation marks, diacritics, hashtags,
URLs, emojis, white spaces, hyperlinks, email ad-
dresses, phone numbers, mentions, and special
characters like currency symbols. Regular expres-
sions and Urdu-specific libraries are used for this
purpose.

Unicode Normalization: Urdu text normaliza-
tion is crucial due to its inclusion in the Arabic
Unicode block, which can lead to multiple Uni-
code representations for Urdu alphabets. This step
addresses variations in Unicode values caused by
Arabic Unicode or orthographic changes and en-
sures accuracy in language models.

Stopwords Removal: insignificant words with
minimal impact on the model, are removed to re-
duce vocabulary size. Urdu Language Processing
(ULP) categorizes them as generic (applicable to
all domains e.g. prepositions) and specific (domain-
specific). A total of 1264 stopwords from various
sources are collected and removed from the dataset.

Duplicate and Null Removal: Duplicate tweets
resulting from related hashtags are eliminated to en-
sure dataset uniqueness. Additionally, tweets with
no useful information like tweets that fell below a
specified length threshold or null text are excluded,
resulting in a reduced dataset size of approximately
1.2 million tweets.

Consecutive Words & Sentences Removal:
We conducted an analysis of consecutive words
and sentences within tweets and eliminated any
repetitive instances to a certain limit, thus reducing
the unnecessary length in the tweets e.g. ٹجبڈٹکیلس

...ٹجبڈٹکیلس (selected budget selected budget...)
or ...روچروچروچروچ (thief thief thief thief...). This
step ensure that the tweets were concise and free
from redundant content, resulting in more stream-
lined and focused text for further analysis
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Figure 2: Methodology

3.2.2 Token Pre-processing-Level II

At this level of processing, tokens were formed
from the input tweet and their correctness was ob-
served for accuracy and consistency ensuring that
they corresponded to the intended linguistic units
and were free from errors or irregularities.

Tokenization: We compared multiple linguis-
tic tools such as Qi et al. (2020), ALi (2020), and
Vasiliev (2020) with the traditional space-based
method to determine the most effective tokeniza-
tion strategy for the Urdu language that yielded
the lowest error rate and produced accurate tok-
enization results. To assess the performance, we
provided a test set containing different forms of
incorrect tokens caused by the absence of spaces
or the use of informal language on the Twitter plat-
form. Among the various options, we found that
Urduhack ALi (2020) performed relatively better
demonstrating a better level of accuracy. As a re-
sult, we selected Urduhack as the preferred library
for tokenizing our dataset.

Normalization: Misspelled words that were
joined together in tweets were normalized to their
standard form at various levels of processing.
Stopwords Normalization: Consecutive stopwords
merged due to the absence of spaces at various
levels like کایھت (wasone) two stopwords form-
ing incorrect word corrected to کایھت (was one).
Additionally, prior to normalization, these joined
words were checked against a list of valid fre-
quent words in Urdu to ensure that they do not
form any other correct word.Consecutive Char-
acters & Words Normalization: We noticed con-
secutive irrelevant characters within a token as

well as the repetition of words without spaces
often resulted in incorrect and lengthy tokens
e.g. یرفیرفیرف,ناتسسسسکاپ (Pakisssstan, freefreefree)
and rectified them.

3.2.3 Character Pre-processing-Level III

This level of pre-processing involved dividing the
token further into individual units such as charac-
ters and compared with valid Urdu alphabets to
facilitate further analysis.Repeated punctuations
removal: We discovered the missed tokens in the
cleaning process consisting of consecutive punctu-
ation marks due to the absence of space and recti-
fied them e.g.’****’.Merged irrelevant character
removal: We identified and corrected instances
where punctuation, digits, alphabets, or misprinted
strings were merged inside a token, leading to incor-
rect formations like u200cاک♡ےنوہزاون (Nawaz’sbe-
comingu200c).

3.3 Optimal Seed Words Selection

We employed topic modeling to identify the general
topics within our dataset of tweets using conven-
tional topic models like LDA & NMF Jelodar et al.
(2019). Specifically, we focused on the topic of
’budget’, which yielded approximately 10K related
tweets. To analyze this topic further, we gener-
ated tweet embeddings using vanilla multilingual
SBERT Reimers and Gurevych (2019). To ensure
the accuracy of our methodology, we recognized
the significance of seeding aspects and sentiment
words. As a result, we utilized various techniques
and clustering algorithms to obtain reliable seed
words for each sub-topic under the ’budget’ cate-
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gory. These techniques involved determining the
optimal number of clusters as aspect categories
through distance-driven clustering or other cluster
validation metrics. Our experiments indicated that
on average 3-9 clusters provided optimal results (as
depicted in Figure 3), and we ultimately selected 9
clusters as our final choice. However, we encoun-
tered overlapping words across different clusters,
which presented challenges in finalizing the aspect
categories. To address this, we performed graph
analysis where edges represented cosine similari-
ties between embeddings. We set edge weights to 0
for values below a threshold of 0.7. This approach
allowed us to group the most similar tweets within
each cluster while obtaining distinct terms across
the clusters. The predicted aspect categories and
their corresponding aspect terms are presented in
Table 1.

3.4 Model Application & Analysis

We experimented with the weakly-supervised
JASen model as our baseline, developed for the En-
glish language, for Urdu tweets related to budget
topic. We analyze its performance under various ex-
perimental configurations involving modifications
to the dataset, embeddings, model architecture, and
hyperparameters. Our dataset consists of approx-
imately 10194 tweets of which we labeled 194
tweets as our test dataset and the remaining 10000
tweets as our unlabeled training dataset. Initially,
we applied this model with default settings on our
tweets dataset and compared it with the originally
reported results on restaurant and laptop reviews
to establish a performance benchmark. However,
we employed FastText embeddings for represent-
ing the tweets, considering their effectiveness in
capturing subword information. Though, we did
not achieve up to mark results on these experiments
for Urdu dataset but the reason could be the cho-
sen seeded words as all sentiment words did not
fit well for every aspect category. Subsequently,
we made architectural modifications by replacing
the CNN component with a BiLSTM layer to cap-
ture temporal dependencies in the tweet data. We
tested the model with different hyperparameter set-
tings and identified the best-performing configura-
tion like alpha=0.05, hidden size=300, embedding
size=100. The modified JASen model with BiL-
STM and FastText embeddings outperformed the
vanilla settings and showed improved accuracy and
sentiment analysis results on Urdu tweets presented

in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5. However, there were no
significant improvements observed on the bench-
mark datasets. These findings emphasize the im-
portance of model modifications and the choice of
embeddings for enhancing ABSA in Urdu. The lim-
itations encountered during experimentation, such
as memory leakage and out-of-vocabulary words,
model disruption due to bad token as highlighted
in section 3.2, were addressed through enhanced
pre-processing of Urdu text.

Aspect Category Aspect Terms
Govt. Spending Expenditure ( چرخ ), Salary ( ہاوخنت ), Pension ( نشنپ ), Poor ( بیرغ ), Loans ( ںوضرق )
Subsidy & Grant Subsidy ( یڈسبس ), Project ( ٹکیجورپ ), Plans ( ےبوصنم ), Specific ( صتخم ), Funds ( زڈنف )
Social Welfare Employees ( نیمزالم ), Agriculture ( تعارز ), Reforms ( تاحالصا ), Education ( میلعت ), Health ( تحص )

Defense Spending War ( گنج ), Armed Forces ( جاوفا ), Defense ( عافد ), Enemy ( نمشد ), Terrorism ( تشہد )
Economic Policy Financial ( یلام ), Policy ( یسیلاپ ), Crisis ( نارحب ), Economic ( یداصتقا ), Livelihood ( تشیعم )
Corruption & Taxation Corruption ( نشپرک ), Mafia ( ایفام ), Wealth ( لام ), Thieves ( ںوروچ ), Taxes ( سکیٹ )
Media Coverage Press ( سیرپ ), Report ( ٹروپر ), Media ( ایڈیم ), Journalist ( یفاحص ), News ( زوین )
Regional Policy Regions ( عالضا ), Areas ( ںوقالع ), Sindh ( ھدنس ), Provinces ( ےبوص ), Limited ( دودحم )
Politics Pakistan ( ناتسکاپ ), Cabinet ( ہنیباک ), State ( تسایر ), Assembly ( یلبمسا ), Politics ( تسایس )

Table 1: Aspect seed words on tweets of budget topic

Method Accuracy Precision Recall macro-F1 Dataset
JASen 83.83 64.73 72.95 66.28 Restaurant reviews
JASen 71.01 69.55 71.31 69.69 Laptop reviews
JASen 54.6 46.63 44.19 41.33 Budget tweets
JASen w/BiLSTM 70.3 70.9 71.4 68.7 Laptop reviews
JASen w/BiLSTM 64.8 43.5 45.5 48.8 Budget tweets

Table 2: Aspect identification results (%): English Re-
views vs. Urdu Tweets

Method Accuracy Precision Recall macro-F1 Dataset
JASen 81.96 82.85 78.11 79.44 Restaurant reviews
JASen 74.59 74.69 74.65 74.59 Laptop reviews
JASen 54.2 46.41 50.00 42.14 Budget tweets
JASen w/BiLSTM 75.2 75.7 75.4 75.2 Laptop reviews
JASen w/BiLSTM 72.8 54.6 51.3 52.4 Budget tweets

Table 3: Sentiment identification results (%): English
Reviews vs. Urdu Tweets

4 Conclusion

We propose an approach to introduce joint aspect-
based sentiment analysis in the Urdu language us-
ing advanced techniques with minimal guidance.
The weakly-supervised JASen model, originally
developed for English, is applied to Urdu tweets
to capture fine-grained information. Fasttext em-
beddings and the vanilla settings of the model are
leveraged to establish a benchmark, followed by ex-
periments with modifications in the model architec-
ture and default settings. Extensive pre-processing
is performed to prepare the dataset due to the com-
plexity and informality of the language used in
tweets, making it compatible with model training
and resource utilization. The results demonstrate
improvements in the model’s performance on the
Urdu dataset, attributed to the enhancements in pre-
processing and model architecture modifications.
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Figure 3: Inspecting optimal number of clusters

Govt. Spending Subsidy & Grant Social Welfare Defense Economy Corruption & Tax. Media Regional Policy Politics

Positive

یراگزور

ہیفارشادامتعا

ںورادنامیاباختنا

Expenditure
Elite Confidence
Trustworthy Elections

یدنبعماجہبوصنم

صتخمںوتعنص

ںومیکسا

Comprehensive Projects
Industry Specific
Schemes

رایعم

ناسکتایرورض

ےفاضاتاحیجرت

Standards
Essential for Farmers
Additional Preferences

طوبضمنابرق

یسوڑپ

یتمالستوق

Strong Sacrifice
Neighbors
Health Power

یتراجتیشاعم

ماکحتسایرتہب

تامادقاںوزوم

Economic Trade
Better Strengthening
Appropriate Initiatives

سنزبسکیٹاین

زئارپرسیلڈنیرف

ےثرو

New tax Business
Friendly Surprises
Legacies

ےرصبت

ہنارہامےیئزجت

تامولعمزرکنیا

Comments
Expert Analysis
Anchors’ Knowledge

جلاکتایلوہس

نوتخپزلوکسا

ہبلاطم

College Facilities
Schools of Khyber
Demand

گنٹووینامیلراپ

ںویداحتاٹجب

دامتعا

Parliamentary Voting
Coalition Budget
Confidence

Negative

ہرازگیشکدوخ

ہناملاظیلتپھٹک

گنت

Suicidal
Brutal Oppression
Narrow

گنڈلوہےٹناباھدنا

مومذمراکیب

ےرخسم

Indebted Holdings
Useless Condemned
Mockeries

لوڈانیپیراگزریب

تاناصقنسوتراک

تبرغ

Poverty Pinadole
Cartouches Losses
Poverty

ہرطخمتام

یکمھدہلمح

توم

Mourning Threat
Attack Threat
Death

یلاحدبہیلاوید

دوسیراگزوریب

ںایتخس

Disaster Desolation
Unemployment Profit
Hardships

اٹآناصقن

لڈنیکسہریخذ

صقان

Flawed Flour
Hoarding Scandal
Incomplete

یہاربرسٹنئاوج

تمذمراکش

ریرقت

Joint Leadership
Condemned Hunting
Speech

یفاصناانبسانمریغ

یلئابقیتوٹک

ینمشد

Inappropriate Unfair
Katoori Tribal
Enmity

تارطخجنوگ

یتموکحروتسد

نشیزوپا

Roar Threats
Government Orders
Opposition

Table 4: Aspect terms retrieved by joint topics

Tweet Ground Truth Prediction
دیماناختسودماوعٹجبہللاءاشنا

(Inshallah budget people’s friend Khan hope)
(politics, pos) (govt. spending, pos)

نیمزالمیراکرسںوشکتنحمںوبیرغٹجبنمشدماوع

(People’s enemy budget poor laborers government employees)
(govt. spending, neg) (govt.spending, neg)

روظنمانٹجبیلتپھٹکتموکحیلتپھٹک

(Puppet government Puppet budget unacceptable)
(politics, neg) (politics, neg)

ٹجبیقافونمشدناسناںیرتدبناتسکاپماعلتقیشاعمماوع

(People economic massacre common Pakistan worse human enemy federal budget)
(economy, neg) (politics, neg)

Table 5: Comparison of Model Predictions with Ground Truth

In future work, we intend to conduct addi-
tional experiments involving variations in hyper-
parameter settings, embeddings, seeded knowledge,
and architectural changes to further explore ad-
vanced approaches for ABSA in the Urdu language.
We also aim to identify any limitations these ap-
proaches may have when applied to Urdu. An-
other promising direction is the development of
annotated datasets to leverage state-of-the-art deep
learning methods and enhance the performance of
ABSA in Urdu.

Limitations

Our experimentation focused only on the "budget"
topic in the ABSA domain, leaving the other top-
ics largely unexplored with a large dataset. Ad-
ditionally, we did not explore the use of other
embeddings such as sentence BERT embeddings,
transformer architectures with multi-head atten-
tion, and pre-trained language models with varying
hyper-parameter settings. Furthermore, the cur-
rent methodology does not enable the prediction
of multiple aspects in a sentence along with their
associated sentiments.
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